
Working title: Green sound: Toward a definition of aural ecology 
 
Project objective: To contribute to an understanding of green-ness with an 
emphasis on sound as an element of the chicago urban landscape 
 
 I propose to claim sound officially as a point of focus within the ongoing 
Green Mapping Project. We must for the sake of clarity and definition, determine 
what green is and particularly what green sound might be for the purpose of 
creating templates that enable and foster  further contributions to the green 
mapping project. This research seeks to further add elements to the GMP and 
provide for the continued expansion of the project. Initially it will be prudent to 
undertake an identification process, in order to test assumptions and principally 
stimulate our thinking with regard to "green " sound within a specific context. 
 
Among the questions to be addressed are: 
 
How might sound contribute to our sense of being green? 
Does green sound necessarily go hand in hand with so called green zones? Is it 
a hybrid co-sustainability that defines green? 
Does sound embody and distribute a feeling of sustainability? 
How natural must sound be to be labeled green? Does green sound of diverse 
natures share in sonance? 
Is the concept green have degrees or levels? Where does the idea of natural 
begin and end and overlap with the human made? 
Is 100% natural a fair baseline criteria for determining green? Or is it the 
presence or absence of human being-ness? 
How pivotal is sound to our interpretation of volumetric spaces and do green 
spaces necessarily emit green sound? Might green volume spaces not possess 
what we consider green sound? 
Can a so called green sound be what we least expect? 
In the same way that green sites are considered endangered, are green sound-
scapes endangered? Can there be a preservationist perspective overlaid on 
identifying and archiving green sounds? Is archiving enough in this respect? 
 Work on this project will take place within target areas of Chicago. Perhaps 
two neighborhoods with very different surface complexions shall be chosen. 
Sounds will collected, referenced and archived with the purpose of adding clarity 
to the aforementioned questions. Special attention will be paid to areas of 
ethnicity, spiritual invironment, micro environement, subsonic material, and 
accurate and clean recording practices. 
 The projects results shall be: 
A sound curriculum hand book for Green map making students, a sound track of 
Chicago Sounds to accompany the display of Chicago Green Maps taking place 
for the Greening the Heartland Conference-May 31- June 3, 2005. 
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